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Conclusion

Investigate:

 Introduce citizens to not-yet-implemented concepts & 

assess intentional usage potential to operationalize 

acceptance [1,2,3] of 4 different mobility concepts: 

on-demand shuttle, novel fare structures, mobility 

app, mobility hub (see Figure C) 

 Assess wishes & needs for further improvement

Implement:

 Implementation of new mobility concepts and/or 

realization of improvement measures

 Investigation of the first stage is completed

 Currently, implementation of the second stage is realized: mobility concepts are 

adapted based on investigation results and implemented in traffic; investigation 

phase two is being prepared

 Further investigations in BüLaMo will reveal whether the expected acceptance 

match the factual level of acceptance after implementation   

 Future research is encouraged to examine whether the level of acceptance 

differs among user groups (e.g. car drivers vs. people using only public 

transport) to gain more insights on those groups; user groups within this sample 

overlapped to a large degree which did not allow such analysis 

Abstract
Climate protection measures, changes in social structures and people’s mobility behavior call for sustainable adaptations in transport infrastructure. In this 

context, the project Citizen’s Lab For a Mobile Münsterland (BüLaMo) aims at developing and evaluating sustainable mobility concepts for a German non-urban 

region. Sustainable concepts only take full effect if being accepted and used by citizens. Acceptance can be operationalized via intentional usage potential and 

is known to be dependent on user needs and wishes. One research question within BüLaMo is which improvement measures lead to a higher level of 

intentional usage potential of adapted mobility concepts. In this vein, ika of the RWTH Aachen University assessed citizen’s intentional usage potential along 

with improvement measures regarding four different mobility concepts. Data was collected using an online survey with N = 219 participants. Results show 

general high levels of intentional usage potential of the mobility concepts surveyed. Based on the data, potential improvement measures could be suggested 

for implementation. Follow-up surveys are to examine a) if the actual usage rate as well as the current subjectively perceived usage potential fit the predicted 

usage potential and b) further improvements in order to increase the acceptance and usage rate. Final results are expected within the remaining project time 

ending February 2023. 

Sample
 Sample size: N = 219; N = 138 valid data sets

 Age: M = 46, SD = 17.86, range 18-83 years

 Place of living: 93% district of Coesfeld, 5.1% City of Münster, and 1.4% City of Selm; 1.4% unspecified

 Majority of participants live in non-urban regions with a population of 10K - 30K inhabitants

 Majority of households owns a car and bike (Figure A)

 Car is the main mode of transport (98%, cake diagram left handside), while public transport is 

neglected by 51% (Figure B, cake diagram in the middle); sharing services are being almost entirely 

neglected (94%; Figure B, cake diagram right handside)

 Results reveal that the level of expected acceptance is significantly higher than the mean of the 

scale, (figure C) which is true for all of the four mobility concepts (for exact parameters of mobility 

modes please see paper contribution in conference proceedings)

 Main wishes regarding on-demand shuttle: availability at weekends as well as before 8AM and after 

6PM; use as a direct route to desired destination 

 Main wish regarding novel fare structures: affordable ticket prices

 Main wishes regarding mobility app: intuitive design, combination of services of different public

transport services in one app

 Main wishes regarding mobility hub: public toilets, WiFi, vending machine and weather protected 

seating possibilities  
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